
 

 

SUMMARY OF THE NEWS OF THE WEEK FROM SUNDAY MAY 16TH TO 

SATURDAY MAY 22ND 2021. 

 

1.- 2 YOUNG BOYS WERE ASSASSINATED, BY GUNSHOTS OF PARAMILITARY GANGS, ON THE 

NIGHT OF MAY 18TH IN THE DISTRICT OF ARCAHAIE. 

On tuesday may 18th 2021, there was great panic in the 

district of Arcahaie. At least 2 young boys, native of 

Arcahaie died during that criminal act, what awaken the 

population anger of the area. Very early in the morning 

on may 18th 2021, the population started blocking the 

national road number 1 during the whole day, they burnt 

3 buses, among them two provide the transport between 

Haiti and Dominican Republic.  In spite of the presence of 

the police the national road number 1 stayed blocked 

whole day to criticize this criminal act. 

 

2.-  SUNDAY MAY 16TH 2021, DOMINICAN POLICE ARRESTED THE CRIMINAL WOODLY 

ÉTHÉART ALIAS (SONSON LA FAMILIA) AND EXPELT HIM TO HAITI.  

The police of Dominican Republic arrested Woodly Éthéart on 

sunday may 16th 2021. Woodly Éthéart was judged in 2015 

under the charges of kidnapping, money laundring,drug 

trafficking, assassination and criminal association. But, the 

judge Lamarre Bélizaire released him in spite of the criminal 

infractions of which he was reproached, the judge told him: "go 

and sin no more". Woodly Éthéart is member of a powerful 

gang of the Caribbean(Gang galil), he is an influent member of 



the PHTK (Pati Ayisyen Tèt Kale) regime. After the Supreme court canceled the order of the 

judge Lamarre Bélizaire and asked the court to listen to the accused again, in 2019 the attorney 

Paul Eronce Villard, government commissioner of Port-au-Prince at the moment emitted a 

warrant arrest against Woodly Éthéart and Renel Nelfort AKA Renel Le Recife. Like this the 

authorities of Dominican Republic arrested Sonson La familia on the "Boca Chica" road with 7 

other persons, the they expelt him in Haiti to be judged about the charges he is reproached. 

Some citizens who are aware that it's the same regime called legal bandits at the power, are 

asking themselves: Are the authorities going to release Woodly Éthéart like it was the case in 

2015? 

 

3.- FOR THE COMMEMORATION OF THE 218 YEARS OF THE HAITIAN FLAG, SEVERAL 

THOUSANDS OF HAITIAN CITIZENS DEMONSTRATED IN WASHINGTON TO SAY "NO" TO THE 

REFERENDUM OF THE DE FACTO GOVERNMENT OF JOVENEL MOISE.  

On the occasion of the 218 years of the Haitian flag 

creation, several thousands of Haitian citizens who 

are living in United States, marched in Washington 

to criticize the referendum that the de facto 

government of Jovenel Moise want to realize in 

order to change the constitution of march 29th 

1987. Those compatriots took the advantage to 

criticize kidnapping in Haiti, according to them 

Jovenel Moise  government use it as strategy to 

terrorize the population. Those Haitian who had in their hands the blue and red flag, gathered 

together near the White House to ask the Biden administration stop supporting the 

government of Jovenel Moise, that they consider like a de facto, dictatorial and fascist power. 

The demonstrators affirmed that the struggle is not over yet, on the coming june 18th, they are 

going to make a sit-in in front of United Nations Office to require the Biden administration 

change United States policy against Haiti.  

 

4.-SEVERAL HUNDREDS OF CITIZENS DWMONSTRATED IN PORT-AU-PRINCE  AND IN OTHER 

CITIES OF THE COUNTRY ON TUESDAY MAY 18TH 2021 TO SAY "NO" TO JOVENEL MOISE  

REFERENDUM. 

 



On the occasion of 218 years of the 

Haitian flag creation, several hundreds 

of citizens, demonstrated against the 

referendum project of the Jovenel 

Moise de facto power. The 

demonstrators took the advantage to 

require the de facto president Jovenel 

to step down from the power, because 

of his term since February 7th 2021 according to the article 134-2 of the constitution of the 

country. There were several politicians from the opposition in this march like: Josué Mérilien, 

André Michel the mouthpiece of the Democratic and Popular Sector etc. Through their 

interventions in the radio Resistance microphone, they confirmed they are in the street, to 

keep saying "no"  to the referendum, and express their rejection to take part in elections with 

Jovenel Moise then require. The demonstration started on the place of constitution, they go up 

to Lalue, they get down to the airport crossroads. Several militans who participated in the 

march affirmed: they do not agree with the referendum of Jovenel Moise de facto power 

because the article 284-3 of the constitution of March 29th 1987 prohibit any tentative to 

change the constitution by referendum. They declared they are going to do all that is in their 

power to prevent that poisoning Referendum, that the government intends to realize in order 

to destroy the Haitian people. 

 

5.- 2 PERSONS DIED DROWNED,10 OTHERS DISAPPEARED AND 7 OTHERS SURVIVED,IT'S THE 

ASSESSMENT OF THE SHIPWRECK OF THE BOAT CALLED "ETOILE BRILLANTE" ON SUNDAY 

MAY 15TH 2021, DURING A CRAFT THAT LEFT CARRIÈS TO LA GONÂVE.  

Saturday may 15th 2021, the nota called "Etoile 

Brillante", with a craft from Carriès to La Gonâve, 

when getting in the middle of the sea the boat get 

drowned. 2 persons died,10 others disappeared and 

7 survived. That shipwreck occurred while the boat 

called "Etoile Brillante" left the port of Carriès to La 

Gonâve island with 19 persons on board. According 

to the National Director of Maritime and Navigation 

Services( SEMANAH), Erick Jr Prévot: that boat left Carriès by 5 PM but it never got to the 

destination of La Gonâve island. The SEMANAH's authorities wait until sunday may 16th to start 

searching. They found 7 survivors among them the captain of the boat, an executive employee 

of the Ministry of Economy and Finance and a 3-years-old child. They found 2 corpses and 10 



others disappeared. Erick Jr Prévot declared: they will keep searching to find other survivors. 

Let's note, during the accident, we have to congratulate the heroism of this young man whose 

name is Josh Casimir, 20 years old who got saved 4 of those persons who were in great 

difficulty.  Thanks to his help they survive. It's an heroic action.  

 

6.- KONBIT AYISYEN POU LOJMAN ALTÈNATIF(KAYLA) CRITICIZED THE AUTHORITIES OF 

DELMAS  BECAUSE OF THE DEATH OCCURED IN THE EXPLOSION OF PROPANE GAS CENTER IN 

DELMAS 32,ON SATURDAY MAY 15TH 2021. 

Through a press conference the organization 

KAYLA criticize on Thursday may 20th 2021 in 

the morning in PAPDA's office, the explosion of 

the propane gas center into Delmas 32 on 

Saturday may 15th 2021. An explosion that 

caused 2 persons' death, several others bleed 

and several houses damaged. "Konbit Ayisyen 

pou Lojman Altènatif" (KAYLA) declared: the 

authorities are the first responsible of that 

explosion, especially the city hall of Delmas. The city hall hasn't any service to control those 

kind of dangerous activities. KAYLA criticized the haitian government to have not voted any law 

to regulate the spreading of the propane gas centers in Haiti, while it ask the victims to reclaim 

against the propane gas center owner justice and reparation.  

The responsible of that organization criticized the shameful deal between the Haitian 

government and the gangs, to stop kidnapping people in the population for two months, 

"electoral truce" that prove the complicity between and the gangs that are kidnapping in the 

population. KAYLA ask to the massacre's victims in the popular neighborhoods and people 

whose houses are burnt by bandits in ISSA camp in the district of Tabarre, to file a complaint in 

the Haitian justice and in Penal Court International (CPI) against the Haitian government, for << 

crime against humanity>> to find justice and reparation.  

 

7.- THE PRESIDENT OF DIGICEL COMPANY, (MAARTEN BOUTE) DECLARED ON MONDAY MAY 

17TH 2021,HE ALWAYS ANSWERS THE REQUEST ABOUT THE KIDNAPPERS TELEPHONE 

LOCATION,TO THE CENTRAL DIRECTION OF JUDICIAL POLICE (DCPJ). 



The president of Digicel company Maarten 

Boute, affirmed:DCPJ always send tens of 

requests on the kidnappers telephone 

location, but unfortunately the 

information worth nothing to DCPJ 

because most of the time, the kidnappers 

drive the victims in areas where the police 

can't get. Maarten Boute made this 

statement in the micro of  the radio 

Magic9, he emphasized Digicel and NATCOM always make available the information on the 

kidnappers telephone location to DCPJ. He kept emphasizing: only DCPJ gets the right to make 

such a request to the company. Maarten Boute said: the kidnappers do not hide anything, they 

do not use any technics to avoid their telephone be located. They use the victims telephone to 

contact their families. After listening such a statement, we must ask ourselves who are 

responsible of the population security today? 

 

8.- "NOU KONSYAN" MOVEMENT GAVE A PRESS CONFERENCE ON MONDAY MAY 17TH 2021 

OVER THE POLITIC CONJUNCTURE IN HAITI.  

Monday may 17th 2021 in the morning "NOU KONSYAN 

" gave a press conference in B.A.I's office, to set its 

position on several points related to the conjuncture, 

particularly on the mediation mission of American 

States Organization (ASO) that would come in the 

country. Ebens Cadet, one of the responsible who 

shared the table conference, ask to the civil society 

organizations, all the political party opposed to PHTK 

not to take part in any meeting with the mediation 

mission. "NOU KONSYAN" kept specifying : the ASO can't be judge and party at the same time. 

Because it is not innocent in the crisis the country is going through. 

It took the advantage to criticize acts of mistreatment of the 5 policemen against Péguy Siméon 

in the Northwest department (Wanament), it requires that the police punish the policemen 

who took part in this crime. 

NOU KONSYAN criticized also, the PHTK government that politicize the PNH(National Police of 

Haiti) institution. That situation caused the police repress systematically the citizens that 

demonstrate against  Jovenel Moise dictatorship. The bandits keep getting in mourn the Haitian 



families and filling them of tears. The article 284-3 of the constitution prohibit clearly to change 

the constitution through referendum. 

Port-au-Prince, May 23rd 2021 

Jean Waltes BIEN-AIME of the radio Resistance and Haitian Popular Press Agency. 

 

 


